
Geol 351 – Mathematics for Geologists 
Extra Credit - Intro Statistics Exercise 

 
The data used in this problem are taken from an exercise prepared by Stephen Nelson, 
Tulane University, for his Geology 204, Natural Disasters class (see http://www.tulane. 
edu/~sanelson/geol204/hmwk5_00.htm). You can visit Dr. Nelson’s site for more details 
on the problem. In this problem we will analyze maximum discharge data from Dry 
Creek – a stream in Louisiana – to estimate flood frequency and the annual probability of 
occurrence for floods of a given discharge. Our interest here is to introduce you to the 
basic idea and also to give you some additional experience using PsiPot and Excel to 
manipulate, plot, and analyze data.  
 
The data are contained in an Excel file (Discharge.xls) placed on the class H:\Drive.  
 
In this exercise you will learn how to use Excel and PsiPlot to: 
1) rank a list of data (peak discharge);  
2) compute the recurrence interval for observed discharges;  
3) generate a log-normal plot of the recurrence intervals vs. discharge;  
4) predict recurrence intervals for discharges larger than those observed in the time 

period covered by the data (50 years and 100 years); 
5) and finally calculate the exceedence probability. 
 
1) Compute the rank.  
EXCEL 
Using Excel >> Help we find that Excel has a spreadsheet function (RANK) that will 
allow us to rank a column or specified range of data in a worksheet.  

Rank - Returns the rank of a number in a list of numbers. The rank of a 
number is its size relative to other values in a list. (If you were to sort the list, 
the rank of the number would be its position.) 
Excel Syntax 
RANK(number,ref,order) 
Number - is the number whose rank you want to find. 
Ref - is an array of, or a reference to, a list of numbers. Nonnumeric values in 
ref are ignored. 
Order - is a number specifying how to rank number. 
• If order is 0 (zero) or omitted, Microsoft Excel ranks number as if ref 

were a list sorted in descending order. 
• If order is any nonzero value, Microsoft Excel ranks number as if ref were 

a list sorted in ascending order. 
RANK gives duplicate numbers the same rank. However, the presence of 
duplicate numbers affects the ranks of subsequent numbers. For example, in a 
list of integers, if the number 10 appears twice and has a rank of 5, then 11 
would have a rank of 7 (no number would have a rank of 6). 
Examples 
If A1:A5 contain the numbers 7, 3.5, 3.5, 1, and 2, respectively, then: 
RANK(A2,A1:A5,1) equals 3 
RANK(A1,A1:A5,1) equals 5 

 



 
Excel Calculation 
In cell D5 of discharge.xls, type in the following =RANK(C5,C$5:C$25,0). 
In this Excel formula C5 is the number whose rank we wish to determine. C$5:C$25, 
specifies the range of numbers relative to which the value C5 is to be ranked. The dollar 
sign before each row number indicates that the row number will remain unchanged when 
the formula is copied (we’ll talk more about this in a later exercise). Copy this formula 
into cells D6 through D25. Examine the formula in some of the copied cells and note that 
the references to rows 5 through 25 remains fixed. The last term in the RANK 
spreadsheet function is 0, and this tells Excel to rank the numbers in descending order – 
that is, the largest number gets the smallest rank. Column D now contains the rank for 
each value of discharge in descending order.  
 
PsiPlot Calculation  
Copy Discharge.pdw from the H:\Drive to your G:\Drive. Open the file and note that the 
time is in decimal years with the beginning time set to 0 years. Make a copy of the 
discharge rates in column3 (C3). Then with the cursor in this column (column3) click 
Column >> Rank and select the descending option. Discharge rank will now appear ion 
column 3. Rename column 3 Rank.  
 
2) The recurrence interval is calculated using the following formula: 
   ( 1) /R n m= + , 
where R is the recurrence interval; n, is the number of years spanned by the data (n=20), 
and m is the rank of each discharge value in the data set.  
 
Excel Calculation: Thus to calculate the recurrence intervals R associated with the 
discharge listed in cell C5, enter the formula =21/D5, Enter and copy this formula into 
cells E6 through E25.  
 
Look at the numbers and note that the smallest discharge (950m3/sec) has the highest 
recurrence interval ~1.1. This is what we would expect: i.e. a flow rate greater than or 
equal to the minimum flow rate is likely to occur every year.  
 
PsiPlot Calculation: 
In PsiPlot use the Math>>Transform>>One Line equation option  
Enter the equation R=21/Rank. Discharge rank will appear in column 4.  
 
3) Generate a log normal plot of the recurrence interval versus discharge. Remember that 
your dependant variable is the discharge and the independent variable is the recurrence 
interval.  
 
Excel Plot 
To get the log normal plot in Excel, double click the x-axis to bring up the Format Axis 
window. Check the logarithmic scale check box. The range should be 1 to 100. Double 
click the discharge axis and set the min/max values to 0 and 5000.  
 



PsiPlot 
To get the log normal plot in PsiPlot double click on the x axis to get the x-axis format 
window. Under the Axis Mode drop down list select the log (decimal) display option and 
under Range, set the minimum to 1 (the max will be 100). On the Discharge axis set the 
min to 0 and max to 5000. Leave the Axis Mode set on Linear Norm.  
 
4) Predict discharge for events with 50 and 100 year recurrence intervals. 
 
In Excel, solve graphically by visually fitting a “best fit” line through the data points. 
Extrapolate this line out to 100 years and read off the discharge at 50 and 100 year 
recurrence intervals.  
 
PsiPlot Computation 
In PsiPlot we will use the Math>>Fitting>>User Defined approach.  
Set the parameters in the User Defined Fitting window as follows 
[INDVAR]: R 
[DEPVAR]: Discharge 
[PARAMS]: A, B 
[EQUATIONS]: 
Discharge=A*log10(R)+B 
 
[INIT PARAMS]: 
A=1000 
B=0.1 
 
ENDMODEL 
 
Click on the Compile button  
You should get a “compile successful!” message box (click OK).  
The click Solve. Take the default Save Data Options (click OK). 
 
The User Defined Fitting Report Window will come up. Note the correlation coefficient 
(corrl under the Goodness of Fit Statistics. This should be pretty high – about 0.99). 
Click OK to exit.  
 
Your spreadsheet will now contain three additional columns. One column will contain the 
slope and intercept. 
 
Now given the slope and intercept, compute the peak discharge for 50 and 100 year 
events (i.e. floods with 50 and 100 year occurrence intervals).  
 



 
5) Finally, compute the exceedence probability. The exceedence probability (Pe) is 
simply the reciprocal of the recurrence interval. Pe=1/R. If the recurrence interval is 5 
years, for example, it’s probability of occurrence in any given year is 1/5 or 20%.  
 
Nelson notes that flood stage occurs when discharge reaches 2000 m3/sec. What is the 
occurrence interval and exceedence probability for a flood with this discharge? 
 
 
 

Nelson asks us to consider the following: 

Someone has offered to sell you a 4-bedroom 2-story house with a 2 car garage and 
swimming pool on a 1 acre lot on a relatively flat piece of ground on the banks of Dry 
Creek for what seems like a reasonable price of $50,000.  The last time the house was 
flooded it cost $40,000 to repair the flood damage.  How often has the house been 
flooded in the last 20 years?  What is the probability that the house will be flooded in the 
first year that you own it?  Would you still consider buying the house?   Why or why not?  
 
If you decide to do this for extra credit it will be due November 18th, the last 
Thursday before Thanksgiving.  
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